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Increasing pressure for a global court against
corruption
When Sudan's President Omar al-Bashir was recently deposed, it appeared that he had been
greedy of the country's oil wealth. The same had been done by the former Angola presidential
family. This is the reason for the demand for an international anti-corruption court, and increased
international cooperation against illegal money transactions.
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- Corruption has become all-encompassing. Corruption represents 5 percent of the
world's gross domestic product, with a value of $ 2.6 trillion. This, despite the fact that
for over 15 years we have had a UN Convention against Corruption and have made
great international efforts in the field, said Carlos Holmes Trujillo, Foreign Minister of
Colombia.
This week he participates in a global expert meeting on large-scale corruption in Oslo
under the auspices of the UN Organization for Drugs and Crime (UNODC).
The money that disappears into the bank accounts of the world's corrupt is more than
the tenfold of all international aid.

Need court
- We need a new international anti-corruption court to build up under the international
legal tools. A strong international court, in turn, will strengthen national courts, Trujillo
said.
The idea was conceived by American judge Mark L. Wolf, who founded Integrity
Initiatives International.
- A growing coalition is behind the proposal for an international anti-corruption
court. The idea is that corrupt leaders can be brought to justice if their own country
cannot do the job, Wolf said at the meeting.
- I believe that an international court can be cost effective. Through a lawsuit following
international criminal law, it is easier to regain stolen values   than it is through using civil
processes, Wolf says.
Nigeria is one of the most corrupt countries in the world. There, the leader of the
Independent Commission for the Prevention of Corruption (ICPC), Bolaji Owasanoye,
welcomes the establishment of a global court.
- The reason is of course: The corrupt head of state often controls the courts and the
entire state apparatus. When a person has been in power in many it is difficult to cope
with corruption nationally, then it would have been good to be able to trade outside the
country. It is important to start evaluating the positive and negative aspects of this
proposal, Owasanoye said.

Also read the comment: Experts gather against large-scale corruption

Any decision on an anti-corruption court is far ahead. Even at the meeting in Oslo, there
were clear objections. A representative from Mauritius, a country known as tax haven,
urged a strengthening of national anti-corruption programs, and better use of the UN
conventions that already exist. Several other countries expressed skepticism.
However, the renowned anti-corruption organization Global Watch is among those who
support the idea of   an international court.

Better company register
But the organization's campaign director, Mark Davies, believed that it is important in
the meantime to conclude on the requirement that all countries must have a public
company register showing the real owners.
- 40 countries have already joined. This will make the fight against corruption much
easier, Davies said.
Norway's Foreign Minister pointed out that corruption is often referred to as abstract
concepts.
- But a corrupt action is concrete and the consequences are very real. This means that
schools are not being built, that public services are less efficient, that inequalities in
society do not diminish - it undermines the trust between citizens and the state, Ine
Eriksen Søreide pointed out.
She emphasized the importance of international cooperation against corruption.This
shows a recent example from Angola.

Banking officer stopped theft from oil funds
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It was a vigilant officer in a suburban bank in London who revealed Angolan corruption
worth $ 4.3 billion. The son of the former president was charged with illegally bringing
the money out of the country.
One person came to the counter in a suburban branch of the bank HSBC in London
and asked for $ 2 million to be transferred to Japan. The bank official picked up the
account on the screen and discovered it was $ 500 million in the account. After asking
the person, who said he was an accountant, some questions, the clerk decided she
could not make the transfer.
HSBC found that three weeks earlier, in August 2017, the money was sent from the
central bank of Angola to a company registered in the accountant's name.
The $ 4.3 billion came from Angola's oil fund, where Filomeno dos Santos, the son of
former president Jose Eduardo dos Santos, was chief.
The plan, according to the Angolan authorities, was that the accused should withdraw
money and transaction costs from the central bank under the guise of creating a new $
35 billion investment fund, writes The Wall Street Journal.
Information on a number of secret meetings and falsified documents is the basis of the
case that Angola traveled to Filomeno dos Santos. He was first released in March when
the country's Attorney General succeeded, with the help of the UN's Organization for
Drugs and Crime, to return the money from banks in Mauritius and the United
Kingdom. Dos Santos is not allowed to leave the country.


